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Dear Readers,
We are back with another exciting issue! Hope you are having healthy Ramadan as we did give you some 
advices in our last publication. The Eid is around corner and people are busy shopping the needful while 
going through the stress to grasp the best Eid Collections in market, so we make did you a favor to make 
the shopping easy for you as you can get to see some of the best launches for this  Eid inside this issue.
There is so much other blast inside our power pack issue!  We did feature one of the most enthralling, bold 
and audacious Arman Usman – an imminent cricketer from South America as we got to have some candid 
as well as inspiring talk with him. B’town never kept itself back seated while it comes to celebrity gossips, 
movies lunches, birthday bashes and all the more fun, so how could we keep ourselves back seated in 
bringing all that buzz to our lovely readers, read what rumors have this time along and get to fold some 
more pages to go through amazing review of latest Bollywood hit ‘Dil Dhadakne Do’.
While be in your reading indulgence, don’t forget to read our amazing facts how men are better than 
women at some very little yet bold and loud things. Have fun reading the issue!

Happy Reading! 
Syncmag Team
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Tete A Tete Shahid Kapoor And Mira Rajput Let Loose In Pre-Wedding Sangeet

NEW DELHI: Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Indian counterpart Narendra Modi are set to meet on the sidelines of a security 
summit in Russia on July 10, NDTV reported. The meeting will take place in the Russian city of Ufa as the leaders attend 
the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) summit, sources confirmed to NDTV. 
Pakistan’s Foreign Office spokesman Qazi Khalilullah last week said the two leaders 
may meet on the sidelines of the summit, but added there had been no formal contact 
between the two leaders regarding such a meeting. Indian PM Modi is expected to raise 
India’s concerns regarding terrorism, including the alleged mastermind of the 2008 
Mumbai attack Zakiur Rehman Lakhvi who was allowed to walk free in April, sources 
say. Pakistan and India’s presence at the summit comes as both countries have started 
the process of joining the security bloc led by China and Russia. Chinese Vice Foreign 
Minister Cheng Guoping said ”...India and Pakistan’s admission to the SCO will play 
an important role in the SCO’s development, it will play a constructive role in pushing for the improvement of their bilateral 
relations.” It is the first time the grouping has expanded since 2001.

Inadequate public transit has become as Canadian as maple syrup, and cities are struggling to find affordable solutions. 
Metro Vancouver took a novel crack at the problem last week with a plebiscite on a five cent sales tax hike that would have 

covered the region’s $7.5-billion share in a massive 10-year transit strategy.Voters 
resoundingly rejected the plan, with nearly 62 per cent of the 759,696 ballots cast 
for the ‘No’ side. It was a stunning defeat for the proposal’s backers in an area in 
need of new transit infrastructure to serve a growing population but without any 
way of paying for it in the foreseeable future. Unfortunately similar scenarios are 
playing out in cities across the country. For critics, Canada’s transit woes have been 
exacerbated by the politicization of infrastructure projects and a pervasive car-
centric mentality engrained in our institutions.  Federal and provincial funding for 
new public transit projects has long been sporadic and without any clear direction, 

leaving municipalities to shoulder most of the burden, says Todd Litman, director of the Victoria Transport Policy Institute.

New GDP numbers for the month of April are causing economists to forecast a possible recession for Canada, but Finance 
Minister Joe Oliver doesn’t think the bad news will tarnish the Conservative brand as good fiscal managers heading into the 
election. “I think people understand the recent economic data is a result of external events,” he told host Chris Hall in an 
interview on CBC Radio’s The House, pointing to the fall in the price of oil and 
international instability in countries like Greece as factors. Oliver is confident the 
country is not headed toward a recession, despite new data from Statistics Canada 
earlier this week that shows GDP has shrunk in each of the first four months of the 
year two-thirds of the way toward the technical definition of a recession. “We don’t 
believe there will be [a recession],” Oliver said. “We’re expecting solid growth for 
the full year.” April’s federal budget assumed economic growth of about two per 
cent this year. So far, the numbers show the economy shrank by 0.6 per cent in the 
first three months of the year, and another 0.1 per cent in April. The government’s 
budget projection accounts for a weak first quarter due to the dramatic decline in the price of oil, he said.  Now though, with a 
barrel of oil stabilizing in the high $50 range, Oliver is predicting a more positive second half to 2015. ”There is an indication 
that consumers are becoming more optimistic and, also, manufacturers are looking for a more robust period ahead,” he said.

Nawaz, Modi To Rendezvous In Russia

Why Canada Has Fallen So Far Behind On Public Transit

Joe Oliver Predicts Solid Economic Growth This Year
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WASHINGTON: The United States Army is to cut 40,000 soldiers from its 
ranks over the next two years at home and abroad, a defence official said 

Tuesday, in a move that will raise doubts about its 
ability to fight wars. Under the cost-cutting plan, the 
Army will be down to 450,000 soldiers at the end of 
the 2017 budget year, even though in 2013 it argued 
in budgetary documents that going below 450,000 
troops might mean it could not win a war, USA Today 
said. By comparison, the Army swelled to 570,000 
men and women during the peak of fighting in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, the newspaper said. Some 17,000 
civilians working for the Army will also be laid off, 

the official told AFP, confirming the USA Today report. The paper quoted a 
document it had obtained and said the cuts are being made to save money. 
It will affect virtually every Army post domestically and abroad, USA Today 
said. The defence official told AFP that the Army plans to announce the 
cuts soon, with USA Today adding that the matter would be addressed 
this week. Across-the-board government budget cuts are due to kick in in 
October and if Congress does not avert these the Army will have to lay off 
another 30,000 soldiers on top of the 40,000, according to the document 
quoted by USA Today. It comes just a day after President Barack Obama 
said that the US-led coalition fighting the Islamic State group would step up 
its campaign in Syria, while cautioning a long battle remained.

The big day has finally arrived as Bollywood actor Shahid Kapoor is ready 
to take the hand of his 21-year-old to-be-wife Mira Rajput. But before they 
head to the venue for their final kundlis, the two were spotted at a sangeet, 
a closed family and friends’ event. Although the picture posted by Shahid’s 

photographer friend was later 
removed, it had already gone viral 
as the first photo of the couple 
together at any event. As Mira 
swirled in a sunny yellow lehanga, 
the Haider star, looking fabulous 
in a red kurta, sat on his knees 
to applaud her. The couple is all 
set for their nuptials in a small, 
intimate affair in Delhi, which is 

said to be attended by Shahid’s family, close friends and even his exes. It 
has also been said that there won’t be any honeymoon as Shahid will be 
back to work right after the wedding.
Tweets:filmfare
Almost newlyweds @shahidkapoor & Mira Rajput rock the dance 
floor at #ShahidMiraKaSangeet! RT if you agree.

Gary and Karoline Cullen get closer to 
orcas in the wild than almost anyone else 
in Canada. But whereas most brushes with 
B.C.’s famed creatures happen from the 
vantage point of whale-watching boats, the 
Cullen’s encounters are all on solid ground. 
In fact, they all happen in the backyard of 
their home on Galiano Island which looks 
over Active Pass, the same route travelled 
by BC Ferries between Vancouver and 
Victoria. ”When we started seeing them it 
was a real bonus to having the place, that’s 
for sure,” says Gary Cullen. And this summer, 
Cullen says, their encounters are especially 
exciting, with four baby killer whales born 
between last December and April of this year.  
It’s vital news for a population struggling to 
stave off extinction they are the first babies 
born to the pods in over three years. “We’re 
all excited, because it seems like more often 
you hear about them dying than young 
ones coming into the world and surviving,” 
says Cullen. ’It’s fragile. This could end’ 
The southern resident orcas may be the 
most studied marine mammals in the world. 
The 81 whales swim in congested waters 
near big West Coast cities like Vancouver, 
Seattle and Victoria. They’re officially listed 
as endangered or at risk, in the U.S. and 
Canada. The Vancouver Aquarium’s Lance 
Barrett-Lennard, one of Canada’s leading 
marine mammal scientists, is among those 
on both sides of the border keen to track the 
progress of the orca babies.

US To Cut 40,000 Soldiers From Army B.C. Orca Baby Boom 
Offers Hope, But 

Population Still Fragile

Shahid Kapoor And Mira Rajput Let 
Loose In Pre-Wedding Sangeet
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9 Cute Hairstyles For Dirty Hair
Sometimes, you just don’t feel like washing you hair.  Go ahead and hit snooze! Give your 

hair a day off from sudsing (it’s better for it anyway), and just try these quick and easy 
second-day hairstyles!

1 Side Chignon
Get a classic side-swept chignon in 
no time! Rub a styling cream between 
your hands and apply to dry ends. 
Then twist hair into a knot below your 
ear.

2 Bedhead
Turn your bedhead into cool beachy 
waves! All you have to do is separate 
your hair into small sections and spritz 
with texturizing surf spray; scrunch and 
your ready to go! 

4 Flirty Waves
Glamify your second-day hair with 
loose waves! Use a clamp free curler 
to avoid kinky curls, wrapping 
medium-sized sections around the 
wand to get loose curls.

3 Crimped
If you wore an awesome braided style 
the day before, show off the cool crimps 
today! For extra emphasis, sleep in your 
braid and brush it out in the morning, 
and finish off with a headband
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5 5-Second Top Knot
Oversleep? Hide the evidence in a glam 
top knot. Gather your hair into a high 
ponytrail and twist into a bun. Then apply 
a shine serum to smooth out the top. 

7 Half-Up Bouffant
Look like a retro babe with 
a pretty bouffant! Turn 
your head upside down 
and spray volumizer on 
your roots; then blast with 
a blow dryer. Tease at the 
roots, backcomb hair into 
a half-up ‘do and pin into 
place. 

6 Waterfall Braided ‘Do
Waterfall braids are a pretty way to 
extrend your blowout for another day. 
Spray texturizer on your locks and then 
braid your hair sideways, letting a section 
drop every time you cross and then pick 
up a new one to pull into the braid. 

8 Messy Ponytail
Upgrade this go-to second-day 
hairstyle with a cool, edgy twist 
on the ‘tail. Spray texturizer on 
your roots and ends and comb 
through. Pull hair back at your 
nape, secure with an elastic, and 
then wrap a one-inch section of 
hair around the elastic to hide it. 

9 Milkmaid Braid
Second-day hair is actually 
easier to style. To get this trendy 
milkmaid hairstyle, divide your 
hair into four sections, braid the 
front pieces, and twist the back 
pieces, wrapping each section 
around your head and pinning 
in place. 
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11 Things Men Are Better At Than Women
There are various things men can do better than women. Although not all 
women would agree, men have a slight edge in some work that includes 
physical strength. Playing contact sports such as football and rugby comes 
naturally to men and hence, they excel in them. They also make wiser 
choices while shopping. Hence, it goes without doubt that there are things 
men are better at than women. The things men are capable of are at times 
not enough to match a ladies’ strength. It is believed that a woman’s power 
lies in her voice while for a man it’s in his muscles! How true it is.
Society rules also place men as superiors than women. But now times have 
changed, women too are taking up jobs that were earlier considered the 
bastion for men. However, there are certain things men do differently and 
excel in them.

Men Are Better In Shopping
Yes, you may find it hard to believe, but men are way better than women when it comes to 
shopping. There are few exceptions where some men have the tendency to shop like women. 
But, on the whole, they are much more direct and know what they want.
Men Are Better At Sports
If you are wondering how men are better than women, try a game of sports with your man and 
see who the winner is. Males are born to excel on the field, and only some women are blessed 
in comparison.
Men Are Better In Terms Of Finance
When it comes to handling money and savings, men, most of the time, get all the credit. Men 
tend to spend on things that are necessary and not on luxuries as compared to women.
Men Are Better At Manual Labour
The other thing which men are better at than women is manual labour. Women make all the 
fuss in the world to move something around in the house and husbands always need to be their 
crane.

Men Are Better At Drinking
No doubt, it is a man who can withstand that alcohol and still hold it in together. 
But, women who are not like fish, usually drop like flies after a second peg.
Men Are Better In Video Games
Men love technology and excel in video games, especially those action ones. So, 
be careful not to challenge your boyfriend or husband for a virtual game.
Men Are Better At Gambling
Men are the ones who spend hours on end gambling with their life and everything 
that they own. No wonder it is one of the things men do differently and better 
than a lady.
Men Are Better In Saying Things Directly

When there is a fight, women take time to say what they want as they take 
into consideration feelings of their partners. But, men aren’t like that. They 
are blunt, direct and love to enforce pain.
Men Are Better In Letting It Go
Men are no doubt better than women when it comes to letting go and 
moving on. Women take their own time to heal at their own pace.
Men Are Better In Knowing When To Shhh
Given a chance, women can blabber the whole day. But, on the other hand, 
men do things differently. They use their vocal cords only when necessary.
Men Are Better Liars
Cheating, lies and men are all hand in glove. Men are more prone to cheating 
and lying to get away from things. Which is why, this is one of the things men 
are better at than a woman. Don’t you agree?

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri
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Love marriage or arranged marriage? Do love marriages last longer than 
arranged marriages? These are topics that have been debated a million 
times all over the world, sometimes maybe even in our own homes. 
Marriage is a lifelong commitment between a man and a woman that 
will help them stay together till death. The number of people who take 
this commitment seriously irrespective of whether it is a love marriage or 
arranged marriage is very less. Love marriage is basically where you find 
your life partner and introduce them to your family. Arranged marriage is 
where there is a careful screening process by the family members initially 
and then you get to find out about your life partner. It is usually said that 
when you are in love, you tend to look only at the rosy picture and not on 
the crucial details, whereas this doesn’t happen in an arranged marriage. 
When considering love marriage versus arranged marriage, relationship 
experts have found that it all depends on your attitude. The following are 
a few criteria by which you can think whether love marriages last longer 
than arranged marriages.
Love 
While comparing love marriage versus arranged marriage, couples with 
the love marriage should have more love than the other. But, the problem 
here is that love marriage has the initial rosy love and the arranged 
marriage has the practical love. If you are loved for what they are, it will 
eventually lead to the marriage being a success.
Family 
When there is a crisis, the first people we call is our family; this can 
be anyone in the family. While comparing love marriage versus arranged 
marriage, the ultimate point is to get the approval of your family for your 
life partner. Family will take a look into your problems and they will be able 
to understand your problem better and help you with it.

Attitude
When we consider the statement do love marriages last longer than 
arranged marriages – an important factor that comes into play is the 
attitude. It is safe to ensure that you select a life partner who has the 
same wavelength. If you both find compatible, the next best thing that you 
have to do is to love your partner’s family as yours. That’s it!
Financial situation 
This may not be on top of the list, but this is something that needs to 
be considered seriously. When considering the fact do love marriages 
last longer than arranged marriages, it is important to understand the 
financial situation. This will help you get a better idea on how to spend 
and live better. In both cases, a background check on the financial state 
is required.
Understanding 
For love marriages to last longer than arranged marriage, understanding 
each other matters a lot. It is a debatable topic since in arranged marriage, 
understanding starts from the natural self. But, in love marriage, you will 
get to know the person as they are and will love them for who they are.
Most debates on the topic ‘love marriage versus arranged marriage’ end 
up in the conclusion that the success rate depends on the way how the 
couples handle their life; with love as the priority.

Does Love Last Longer In Arranged Marriages?

Sync Realtionship
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With the successful launch of their 
flagship stores in Karachi and Lahore 
and soon to be launched Islamabad 
Store on Saturday 4th July 2015, 
one of Pakistan’s leading retail 

brand Sapphire with leading designer 
Khadijah Shah of Élan as its Creative 

Director, has introduced Sapphire 
Lawn - Eid Collection 2015.

Sapphire Lawn – Eid Collection 
imbues an organic sophistication that 
comes through in a medley of pastel 
and jewel tones showcasing powerful 
bursts of floral, oriental, ethnic and 
boho chic patterns. Available in 15 

designs consisting of two colourways, 
the colour palette for the collection 

varies from pastels ranging from soft 
hues of blues, lilac and pinks making 
the transition into the playful palette of 
bright pinks, royal blues and popping 
yellows, in addition to introducing eye 

catching white on white designs.
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Shoot Credits:
Label: SAPPHIRE
Collection: Sapphire Lawn – Eid Collection
Photography: NFK: Nadir Firoz Khan Photography
Styling: Harshad Gadhvi
Hair & Make-up: Hannan Siddique
Model: Julie Marie Fonseca
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The Eid Celebrations
Muslims Mark The End Of Ramadan Fasting

Millions of Muslims worldwide will break a month long fast this weekend with the joyous holiday 
of Eid al-Fitr, and there will be no shortage of food, prayers or gifts. Eid al-Fitr, also known as Eid 
ul-Fitr or Methi Eid, celebrates the conclusion of the dawn-to-sunset fast during the Islamic holy 

month Ramadan and the beginning of the Islamic month of Shawwal.  
Around 2 billion Muslim are preparing for Eid-al Fitr. Shops and markets in Muslim countries have 

faced an influx of visitors on the eve of Eid.

When Is Eid Al-Fitr?
Ramadan ends and Eid al-Fitr begins when the new moon is spotted in the 
sky. This means the start of the Eid holiday can vary in different parts of 
the world. Muslims in the United Kingdom, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates will celebrate Eid 
al-Fitr on Friday, while Muslims in other nations, including Bangladesh, Pakistan, India will observe the holiday on 
Saturday.

How Is Eid Al-Fitr Celebrated?
The holiday often begins with morning prayers and a small breakfast, marking the first daylight meal in a month. 
People decorate their houses and get dressed in new or clean clothes. Families and friends exchange gifts and 
gather for feasts, which often feature sweet, traditional delicacies. In the Islamic faith, it is forbidden to fast during 
Eid al-Fitr. During the Ramadan Feast, people treat their guests to sweets and traditional desserts. It is a tradition 
to visit one’s relatives, especially older ones, and kiss their hand as a sign of respect. On Eid, you are encouraged 
to eat all the things that are too rich, too sweet, too creamy for a normal day . In Muslim community, that meant 
fluffy pineapple layer cake; plump fried-meat-filled samosas; and seviyan (toasted thin wheat noodles, also called 
semiyan, sev or semiya) topped with khoya, a creamy mass of cooked and caramelized milk.  The whole day is 
dedicated to rejoicing in having food on the table. Many Muslims also celebrate Eid by delivering food donations 
to those who are less fortunate. Muslims believe that they are commanded by God, as mentioned in the Qur’an, to 
continue their fast until the last day of Ramadan and to pay the Zakat (alms) and fitra before doing the Eid prayer. 
This is a day where Muslims around the world try to show a common goal of unity.

Sync Feature
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Muslims Greetings On Eid Al-Fitr
During the holiday, Muslims will greet one another with Eid Mubārak or Eid Saeed, which translate loosely to 
“Happy Eid” or “Blessed Eid.”

Some Quotes From The Quran That Muslims Share On Eid Al-Fitr
• “Hold to forgiveness, command what is right; but turn away from the ignorant.” – al-A’raf 7:199
• “...And eat and drink until the white thread of dawn becomes distinct to you from the black thread [of night]. 
Then complete the fast until the sunset...” – Surat Al-Baqarah [2:184-190]
• “Those who believed and led a righteous life are the best creatures.” – al-Baiyinah [98:7]
• “O ye who believe! Fasting is prescribed to you as it was prescribed to those before you, that ye may (learn) self-
restraint.” – al-Baqarah 2:183

On Eid, you are encouraged to eat all the things that are too rich, too 
sweet, too creamy for a normal day .

“ “

Sync Feature
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Zara Shahjahan Eid Lawn 2015 is a 
collection of fashion forward lawn based 
in a dynamic color palette that consists of 
pastel undertones. The collection features 
a selection of experimental and fun jungle 
prints that have been embellished with 
ethereal embroideries. The collection also 
stands out for its creative use of Swarovski 
Elements in two of its designs, adding 
luxury, exclusivity and sophistication to the 
trendy outfits. The Eid Lawn will be available 
in unstitched 3 piece suits in attractive price 
points ranging from PKR 6,595 to PKR 8,595. 
The label’s Eid Lawn 2015 collection has 
been independently designed, produced 
and manufactured completely in-house at 
Zara Shahjahan.

Zara Shahjahan Eid 
Lawn 2015 

Sync Photoshoot
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Straight away, Dil Dhadakne Do redefines the Bollywood family 
drama. Millionaire Kamal Mehra (Anil) faces bankruptcy. To shore up 
credibility, Kamal and his wife Neelam (Shefali) invite their rich friends 
on a luxurious Mediterranean cruise, joined by son Kabir (Ranveer), 
daughter Ayesha (Priyanka), her pompous husband Manav (Rahul), his 
complaining mother ( Zarina Wahab), the gentle Mehra dog Pluto - and 
lots of bitchy buddies.
What happens when tension between Kamal and Neelam becomes 
obvious? When Kabir refuses marrying heiress Noorie because he 
loves dancer Farah (Anushka)? And when Ayesha’s attractive ex Sunny 
(Farhan) joins the cruise?
Dil Dhadakne Do goes behind the glossy grins of Indian family life, 
presenting screaming, sobbing dysfunction, heart-ripping extramarital 
affairs, bitter gender discrimination and heavy parental control. Yet, 
it has a light hand, not preachy but breezy while sensitively making 
modern points.
Family scenes - Kamal sourly taunting Neelam’s weight, Kabir silently 
supporting Ayesha, Neelam weepily bingeing on chocolate, Kamal 
tackling bills with pills - are little gems, capturing the daily friction, the 
deep hurt, the bonds and binds families represent.
Performances impact - Anil Kapoor is terrific as dominating, steel-
haired, stressed-out Kamal, Shefali as stiff Neelam, whose coldness 

to her daughter chills a Turkish hamaam, whose plasticky response 
to her son’s worries is, “Awww, cheese toast banwayun?” Priyanka 
Choprapresents a finely tense Ayesha, building a winning business - 
but crumbling under a miserable marriage, her last straw being Sunny 
(Farhan, who smoulders satisfactorily).
The revelation however is Ranveer Singh in a new avataar - his Kabir is 
unsure, vulnerable, sometimes weak. Combining gentleness with slow 
grit, Ranveer makes this family saga also about a boy.
Hilariously, another Indian ‘family member’ appears - the aunty, several 
sparkling entertainers on board, gossiping, judging, surprising partying 
progeny whose guilty drawl, “I was hanging out...” meets an outraged, 
“Hanging out what - clothes?!”
Cameos, clashes, confessions - and the pulsatingly long-take ‘Amritsari 
Chooriyan’ - crescendo in a climax when an ‘amargancy’ forces the 
Mehras to sink or swim. With her quirky third, Zoya Akhtar further 
sharpens her oeuvre - the stylish ensemble tale, where journeys take 
over destinations. On this ship, a few bolts could be tighter. The Kabir-
Farah track over-extends while British Farah’s Indian accent and Indian 
Ayesha’s American accent should’ve been ironed out. But these are 
fleeting clouds on an otherwise beautiful sea, hosting a cruise which 
hilariously combines butter chicken with bruschetta while searching 
beyond Bollywood’s emotional Botox for a family’s warts - and its heart.

Director: Zoya Akhtar
Star: Anil Kapoor, Priyanka Chopra, Ranveer Singh,
Anushka Sharma, Farhan Akhtar ,, Shefali Shah, Rahul Bose

Reel Review
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Rumors Has It!

1. Sunny Leone in Akshay Kumar’s ‘Singh Is Bling’
Sunny Leone had always wanted to work with an A-lister but her past came in the way. However, it seems that 
her dream has been fulfilled finally. According to a DNA report, Sunny was shooting in Goa for her TV show, when 
she got a chance to be a part of Akshay Kumar’s next film, Singh Is Bling. The team of Akshay’s upcoming film was 
shooting in Goa, which is when they decided to add Sunny’s cameo to the film, and approached her for the same. 
A source was quoted in the report as saying that it was a tight schedule for Sunny, but she had requested for a day 
off to shoot with the Khiladi. Sounding hopeful, Sunny tweeted, “Today I had the opportunity to do something 
only dreams are made of. It’s one step to hopefully new beginnings :) living the good life!” 

2. Sonam Kapoor buys a new home in Bandra
Sonam Kapoor is now gearing up to move out of her family home in Juhu. According to a report in Mumbai Mirror, 
Sonam has bought a plush duplex apartment in Bandra-Kurla Complex. It’s a 7000-sq feet pad spread across the 
3rd and 4th floors. A source close to the property dealer has been quoted in the report as saying that the purchase 
is not an investment and that the actress plans to live there. She has got possession but she will only move in 
after the interiors are ready. Kavita Singh, her mother, Sunita Kapoor’s sister, will start on the interiors this week. 
The source adds, “Her aunt, Kavita, is a well-known interior designer. Sonam too is taking a keen interest in the 
designing of her new home. Everything will be designed according to her tastes and interests.”

3. After Eid 2016, Salman Khan books Eid 2017 too!
Fans and Bollywood insiders have not even stopped discussing about the clash between the two Khans of 
Bollywood, Shah Rukh and Salman, on Eid 2016 with their films Raeesand Sultan releasing on the same date, and 
here comes another news. According to a report, Salman Khan has now even booked Eid 2017. The report further 
states that the actor is planning to release the third installment of his hit franchiseDabangg on Eid 2017. The actor 
will start shooting for the film once he completes shooting for Sultan, stated the report. 
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4. Trailer of Aishwarya’s Jazbaa to Release on Independence Day
The trailer of filmmaker Sanjay Gupta’s action film Jazbaa, which marks the comeback of actress Aishwarya Rai 
Bachchan and is a Hindi remake of the South Korean movie Seven Days, will be launched on Independence Day on 
August 15. Mr Gupta shared the news on twitter writing, “JAZBAA First Theatrical Trailer will out on 15th August 
2015.”The cast and crew includes established actors like Irrfan Khan, Atul Kulkarni, Jackie Shroff, Chandan Roy 
Sanyal and Shabana Azmi along with Aishwarya. The first look of Jazbaa, has already created a buzz through its 
posters featuring Aishwarya and Irrfan. The first poster of the film was launched at the 68th Cannes International 
Film Festival earlier this year.Produced by Essel Vision, White Feather Films and Viking Entertainment, Jazbaa will 
hit theatres on October 9

5. Karan Johar introduces Shahid Kapoor in ‘Jhalak Dikhhla Jaa’ promo
Sonam Kapoor is now gearing up to move out of her family home in Juhu. According to a report in Mumbai Mirror, 
Sonam has bought a plush duplex apartment in Bandra-Kurla Complex. It’s a 7000-sq feet pad spread across the 
3rd and 4th floors. A source close to the property dealer has been quoted in the report as saying that the purchase 
is not an investment and that the actress plans to live there. She has got possession but she will only move in 
after the interiors are ready. Kavita Singh, her mother, Sunita Kapoor’s sister, will start on the interiors this week. 
The source adds, “Her aunt, Kavita, is a well-known interior designer. Sonam too is taking a keen interest in the 
designing of her new home. Everything will be designed according to her tastes and interests.”

6. Hrithik Roshan crosses 10 million followers mark on Twitter
Superstar Hrithik Roshan is happy to cross the 10 million benchmark on micro-blogging site Twitter. The 41-year-
old “Bang Bang!” star thanked his fans for being his inspiration, on Twitter.  “I crossed 10 million. Just realised. How 
wonderful. Thanks guys, you all are my biggest inspiration and my deepest reason to be and serve at my best,” 
he wrote. The Krrish actor is currently shooting for Ashutosh Gowariker’s epic adventure-romance Mohenjo Daro 
opposite actress Pooja Hegde, who makes her Bollywood debut with the film. Hrithik is behind megastar Amitabh 
Bachchan, who has 15.5 million fans, Shah Rukh Khan (13.8 million), Salman Khan (12.6 million)and Aamir Khan, 
who enjoys 13.3 million followers on the site.
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Pakistan Cricket Very Much Alive, If Not Kicking

Federer, Murray Overshadow Djokovic In Wimbledon Duel

Pallekele:  Leave, for a while, everything and pay rich tribute to our ever-reliable Younis Khan and young southpaw Shan 
Masood for furnishing a grand comeback win in Pallekele. If an emblematic long innings was due on Younis, Shan was in to 
prove that he was no flash in a pan. And thankfully both rose to the occasion and in style. Looking agile and hungry for runs, 
the pair transformed themselves and embraced the go-get-it approach the brand of cricket Pakistan has been known for 
over the years  making the mighty 377-run chase a modest one. Younis stayed 
till the very end alongside his skipper Misbah-ul-Haq, making sure there were 
no wobbles. Records are testimony Pakistanis never like chasing even moderate 
totals, and so this victory in Pallekele is indeed very special. And so despite all 
the complexities and drawbacks in our cricket, the result of the Test rubber in 
Sri Lanka indicates Pakistan cricket is very much alive, if not kicking. And in this 
regard, our players and the team management deserve acknowledgement. The 
heartening aspect of the series win in Sri Lanka is that several youngsters came 
out with flying colours. Other than Shan who only featured in the third Test 
replacing Mohammad Hafeez, Sarfraz Ahmed and Imran Khan showed their 
worth when it all mattered. In fact, looking at his fantastic track record, Sarfraz for the last year and a half has risen as the 
most dynamic and fearless of the present generation of Pakistan cricketers. Nimble behind the timber, the gutsy player with 
the bat has helped the team get out of the jail on several instances against top-class opponents, including Australia. And can 
anybody dare to dispute that had the man-of-the-series Yasir Shah not played this Test rubber, results would not have been 
the same. Always springing to beguile batsmen, the leg-spinner truly gives the look of a ‘thinking bowler’, and has improved 
by leaps and bounds in a short span of less than a year. Despite the series triumph, chinks in Pakistan’s armour remain and 
they are obvious. Ahmed Shehzad  regarded highly by some as a promising top-order batsman largely remained off-colour 
throughout the series against a pretty modest Sri Lankan bowling attack. The right-handed opener is duly expected to pull 
his socks up for much tougher five-day cricket ahead. As far as the bowling is concerned, there was nothing significant 
about Ehsan Adil whose run-of-the-mill show (in Pallekele) didn’t help Pakistan’s cause. Fortunately for Misbah, Yasir’s rich 
haul of 24 wickets almost single-handedly rattled the Sri Lankans. And had he not risen to the occasion, things could have 
been much demanding for the tourists.

LONDON: Sentimental favourite Roger Federer faces home star Andy Murray for the 24th time Friday hoping his near perfect 
Grand Slam grip on the Scot will steer him into a 10th Wimbledon final. Such is the anticipation that Friday’s other semi-

final between defending champion Novak Djokovic and Richard Gasquet is in danger 
of becoming a warm-up act. Second seed Federer, the seven-time champion, boasts a 
narrow 12-11 lead in his decade-long rivalry with Murray. But he is 4-1 to the good at 
the Grand Slams, including a four-set win in the 2012 Wimbledon final which delivered 
his 17th and most recent major title.  Federer, at 33 and hoping to become the oldest 
champion of the Open Era at the All England Club, also came out on top in the 2008 US 
Open final, the 2010 Australian Open final and last year back in Melbourne in the quarter-
finals. Murray, five years the Swiss star’s junior, won their only other clash at the Grand 

Slams  a five-set semi-final thriller in Australia in 2013. Federer, runner-up to Djokovic 12 months ago, will be playing in 
his 10th Wimbledon semi-final and 37th at all the majors. Murray, who became Britain’s first men’s Grand Slam title winner 
since Fred Perry in 1936 when he lifted the Wimbledon title in 2013, is in his sixth All England Club semi-final and 17th at 
the majors. Three years on from 2012, when Federer won a seventh Wimbledon and Murray proved he could win big titles 
by defeating the Swiss in the Olympic final, both men agree that that summer was a crucial point.
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